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Welcome all, our wonderful Long Island SCBWI members, to the first issue of
Kid LIt News!
The SCBWI Long Island Chapter is only 18 months new and growing by leaps and
bounds. Thank you for being supportive and helping us along the way.
During that time, we had over ten events with inspiring authors, top-notch agents,
and editors giving their expertise and advice in this continually changing children's
book industry. Thanks to our diligent and amazing staff, we are happy to kick off our
new quarterly newsletter.
We hope you'll get involved with our contests, events, critique groups and maybe
volunteer for one of our positions. Check out our Classified on page 16. Feel free to
contact any of our volunteer staff for suggestions, feedback or comments. We'd LOVE
to hear from you!
Hope to see and hear from you in the near future.
Peace, Love & Kidlit
Diana Malerba and Selene Castrovilla
Co-RA's, SCBWI Long Island, New York
Co-RA, Diana Malerba is a children's author, scriptwriter, director and
producer of several 3D children's animations, The BubbleBuds series.
Over 100 elementary school programs and story-time readings were
performed at elementary schools throughout Long Island. As a permanent
substitute teacher, Diana loves teaching in fun ways. Check out
BubbleBuds.com and click on Parents & Teachers.
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Hello, and welcome to the premier issue of Kid LIt News – the official newsletter for the Long
Island Chapter of SCBWI. We hope this quarterly newsletter will help you and inspire you to fulfill
your dreams and aspirations as a children’s book author and/or illustrator. Kid LIt News will act as an
additional conduit, along with our website and email communications, to keep you well informed of
events and offerings around Long Island and to help you polish and hone your craft.
Each issue will feature three regular columns. Two are help columns:
“Letters to the Editors” – a place to share your thoughts and opinions on the
articles you've read in Kid LIt News's quarterly issues.
“Ask Debbie” – addressing questions regarding style and grammar written by our
copy editor, Debbie Vilardi
“The Drafting Table” – addressing issues of style and technique for Illustrators,
written by guest illustrators from across Long Island.
Articles introducing you to members, reviews of events, area meet-ups and signings, and a critique
group listing will round out each issue and let you keep your finger on the pulse of SCBWI in the area.
We invite you to participate by offering articles and artwork that you think would be of interest to all
our members. Pitch in, as many of you did in our Name the Newsletter Contest and our earlier Create
the Long Island Chapter Logo Contest. We guarantee you will have a “whale of a time.”
Stephen S. Martin, the “Cat Man,” is your chapter ARA and a coeditor of Kid LIt News. Stephen operates out of his studio—
FanCatStic, where he focuses on “Bringing out the Cat in Things.”
Steve’s primary focus is on writing picture books, mostly featuring
cats. In his spare time he can also be seen flying antique aircraft over
Long Island. Learn more about Stephen at www.stephensmartin.net
and at @catsinthings on Instagram.
RM Rivera is a co-Editor of Kid LIt News, and the newsletter and
writer coordinator for the chapter. RM works as a free-lance graphic
designer and illustrator. Her artwork has been seen in galleries around
the Tri-State area. She has illustrated two children's books. She also
teaches art to adults and children. For more information about RM
Rivera go to SCBWI Illustrator's Gallery.
Debbie Vilardi, is the Kid LIt News copy editor. She is a former teacher
of English to speakers of other languages as well as a published poet
and picture book author. She writes for book packagers and has
written and copyedited for Front Vision, a teen sci-tech magazine
produced in China. Debbie is a Global Moderator of the SCBWI
Blueboard. More information about her can be found at
www.debbievilardi.com
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The Winner of the SCBWI Long Island Name-theNewsletter Contest is…Debra Ann Scala Giokas!
Debra is the Marketing Director at the law
firm of Certilman Balin and a proud member of
the Long Island chapter of SCBWI.
Debra was recognized in the June 2018 issue
of Woman’s Day for her “doll that does good.”
In 2015, she began Debra Ann Dolls & things,
LLC. In memory of her father, she crochets
dolls and donates them to charities that serve
children in need. She also sells them on Etsy
and in the Sayville General Store, the North
Fork Craft Gallery, Turn of the Corkscrew Books
and Wine, and at craft fairs. This inspired her to
go back to her lifelong dream of writing for
children.
She mentors at-risk elementary school
students through the Mentoring Partnership of
Long Island, and she is also a mentor at her
alma mater, Stony Brook University, where she
earned her degree in English in 1987. For six
years, she taught a class in services marketing
as an adjunct professor at Dowling College. She
is an award-winning communicator who the
Town of Islip honored for service to the
community. She was also the recipient of the
Mentor Award from the Public Relations
Professionals of Long Island and the
Achievement in Communications Award from
the International Association of Business
Communicators, and she was inducted into the
Hall of Fame by the Direct Marketing
Association.
Debra is married to George Giokas, a
journalist and author of the YA novel, Nickel Ice.
The couple writes a quarterly "He Said/She
Said" column for the Public Relations
Professionals of Long Island.

©George Giakos Photograph

Getting to Know Debra,
Contest Winner!
How does it feel winning the Name the
Newsletter Contest?
I look forward to reading our chapter’s
newsletter, and now I will have an extra
glimmer in my eye. I’m really happy that I could
be of help.
What type of genre and age group do you like
to write for?
I write picture books. I love to write
something in under 600 words. My new interest
is in writing picture book biographies about
lesser known women in history. Those stories
are longer, around 1,200 words. There are
stories that need to be told.
What inspires your creative spirit?
Creativity is a funny thing. You can’t force it. I
am inspired when I least expect to be inspired.
My best tip for keeping the creative spirit alive
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is to have another creative outlet. You can’t
write all the time. You’ll dry up. You need to
take photos or scrapbook or decorate your
home. Follow the creative ebbs and flows.
Taking a walk is great too. I love to crochet. It
becomes a more natural process.
What would you tell folks who want to join
SCBWI? How has SCBWI helped you as an
author?
Writing for kids has always been a dream of
mine. I have years of notes and book ideas in
my files at home, but not until I took a
workshop at Stony Brook Southampton
Writer’s Conference and joined SCWBI did I
really make this dream a reality. I have
attended a couple of meetings, which I found
invaluable, and I appreciate the newsletter,
the website, and the ability to reach out to
members and follow them on social media.
It’s important to be part of a community of
like-minded people.

When not writing your own stories, who are
your favorite children's book authors?
I spent the last year reading picture books. I
have a wonderful children’s book librarian who
helps me pick out books. I read the oldies and
the bestsellers. It’s so important to know where
your book would fit on the shelf. That’s the
marketer in me. I am a huge fan of Amy Krouse
Rosenthal, Mac Barnett, Patricia MacLachlan.
My favorite writer, by far, is E.B. White.
Everyone should own a copy of the Elements of
Style…and Charlotte’s Web.
What is your favorite pet?
My beloved pet is Bella, our seven-year-old
Maltese, who can be seen at local parades in her
handmade crochet sweaters. She was voted
“friendliest dog” in the Sayville Pet parade. She
enjoys hearing me read my stories aloud.
To learn more about Debra follow these links.
https://prpli.org/newsletter-winter-2018-saidsaid-song-heart/ Instagram:
@debraanndolls65 Twitter: @debrascalag
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Publishing Relationships at Touro College by Antoinette Truglio Martin
It had been many years since I attended a
children’s book writers and illustrators workshop.
Life had spun me in too many directions, but
now is the time to reset my bearings. The Why
Does Publishing Take So Long? The Author,
Agent, and Editor Relationship from A-Z
workshop on April 29th at Touro College was a
great restart.
Kelly Bennett has been writing children’s books
forever. She reminisced about bygone querying
and submission procedures. I nodded along,
remembering how searching and submitting was
a physically time-consuming and costly ordeal.
Today’s book industry looks and behaves very
differently. Kelly maintained the importance of
understanding the trends, knowing who is
looking for what, and continuing to write.
Because this was a workshop, Kelly had us folding
paper and writing throughout the morning—fun
and enlightening.
Linda Epstein is the east coast agent of
Washington State-based Emerald City Literary
Agency. She came to the workshop with vast
experiences and a great understanding of today’s
book industry. Linda stressed putting in time to
read and follow ALL submission directions and
knowing agents’ wish lists and the spelling of
their names. Linda explained an agent’s role in
negotiating a contract and what an advance is.

Kelly Bennett, Liz Kossnar and Linda Esptein

Liz Kossnar is an editor at Simon and
Schuster Books for Young Readers. Liz
reiterated that the process leading up to a book
launch takes (you guessed it) time. Calendars
are filled with deadlines from acquisition
procedures to promotional campaigns. At the
heart, editors, like Liz Kossnar, want to find
that perfect manuscript.
One-on-one critiques of first pages were
scheduled for the afternoon. Kelly Bennett,
Linda Epstein, Liz Kossner, and award-winning
author Selene Castrovilla sat down with writers
for fifteen-minute sessions. Just about
everyone I met afterward reported their
sessions were valuable. Mine was no exception.
The Long Island SCBWI event, Why Does
Publishing Take So Long?, answered many of
my publishing questions. The BIG take aways
included follow directions, beknowledgeable,
be patient, and keep writing/illustrating. I’m
ready. How about you?
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Antoinette Truglio Martin is the author of the children’s picture
book, Famous Seaweed Soup (Albert Whitman & Company) and
was a visiting author in schools. She wrote two local columns and
had several essays published. Her memoir, Hug Everyone You
Know: A Year of Community, Courage, and Cancer was published
in October 2017. Martin proudly received her MFA in creative
writing and literature from Stony Brook Southampton University
in 2016. She lives in her hometown of Sayville, NY.
Conference Photos ©RM Rivera

©RM Rivera
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Dear Debbie,
Can you please set the record straight
when to use a comma correctly,
especially with introductory modifiers,
coordinator and cumulative adjectives?
Sincerely,
Confused about Commas
Dear Confused about Commas,
Thank you for your question. Commas confuse a lot of people. Before I answer, let me define
the terms you’ve used because others may not be familiar with them.
A modifier is a word or phrase that affects the meaning of another word or phrase. We say that
adjectives modify nouns. The red balloon is distinct from the balloon. The modifier helps us
determine which balloon the speaker means.
Coordinate adjectives are modifiers that both modify the same noun. For example, he’s a
strong, handsome man. Note that a comma separates strong and handsome. You can actually
think of the comma here as replacing the word and.
Each cumulative adjective modifies the one that comes after it in the sentence. In the phrase
bright blue sky, blue modifies sky but bright modifies blue. Bright and blue sky sounds awkward
because the particular shade of blue in the sky is bright, not the sky itself.
Another way to judge is to reverse the adjectives. He’s a handsome, strong man makes sense;
it’s a blue bright sky doesn’t quite. In the latter example, the meaning has been changed.
To summarize, if you can add and or switch the adjectives without changing the meaning, you
need a comma between the adjectives. They are coordinate. If the phrase fails these tests, the
adjectives are cumulative and no comma is necessary.
For More information go to https://www.quickandirtytips.com or
https://www.englishgrammar101.com, a site that also contains practice questions.
I hope this has helped end your comma confusion.
Sincerely, Debbie
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“Selene Castrovilla is a writer worth
watching!” said Jacqueline Woodson, the
2018-2019 National Ambassador for Young
People's Literary, Newberry Honor award
winner, and winner of the 2018 Astrid Lindren
Memorial Award. And when Jacqueline
Woodson says it, people stand up and take
notice.
I certainly agree. If you have read any of
Selene's books you can see why. Compelling
and complex characters in harrowing and
dangerous circumstances. Riding the
emotional roller coasters that offers
protagonists no easy way of escaping, but
demands them (and the reader) to confront
the situation head on.
©Selene Castrovilla Photograph
Selene is an honest and prolific author, now
a proprietor and publisher of her own
publishing house, Last Syllable Books, and a
Co-Regional Advisor for the SCBWI Long
Island Chapter.
I met Selene 11 years ago at the Long Island
Children's Writers and Illustrator, LICWI, a
non-profit professional writing/critique group,
in Patchogue, New York.

During that time, Selene had just received
her first book contract from Boyds Mill Press
for her historical picture book, By The Sword, I
was a new member in the group soaking in the
scene. She read a chapter from one of her
edgier YA novels. After, everyone was silent,
collecting their thoughts and processing what
they just heard. I sat there gobsmacked. My
first thought was, Oh my God! My second
thought was, She is a star on the rise.
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After nine books, awards and accolades,
Selene is still on the rise and her star shines
brightly and stronger than ever.
Was it a childhood dream to write books,
Selene?
I knew I was a writer from when I held a
pencil—before it became clear what to do with
it, I knew it was my instrument. It gave me
comfort, in a chaotic childhood. Being a writer
wasn’t a dream—it just was. I was a writer.
Period.
What inspires you to write?
If I look for inspiration, it fails me. Rather,
characters just start talking to me, and I have to
write down what they’re saying or I’ll go mad.
When I write about history, it’s because I’ve
been led to the story—by the people who lived
the story, and want it to be told. They want to
be remembered; they must be remembered. I
feel it’s my duty to do this for them.
With the current climate, students,
especially high school students, are now
taking to social media and mobilizing for
social change, how have their actions
affected you as an author and your writing?
I’m thrilled that some young people have
used social media to advocate for change, but I
hope they don’t burn out—which is so easy to
do. It’s an interesting thought to incorporate
young social justice into a book—you never
know, maybe something will come to me.
Unfortunately, social media is also harmful to
our youth. Yes, some are using it for social
change, but I worry about countless numbers
of young people exposing themselves to get
attention, and also the desperation they feel to
be, literally, “liked.” They’re vying for nothing,
really—it’s so empty. They're so obsessed with

©Boyds Mill Press
this attention that I fear they’re ignoring their
passions (not to mention their studies.) I’m not
sure what’s going to happen to them—or our
society. This hasn’t made it into my writing
yet, but I’m sure it will.
Do you think writers have it tougher now
than they did 10 years ago?
Social media is also the biggest change for
authors in the past ten years. It both helps and
hurts us. It’s great because it’s a free to
promote ourselves, but it’s so time-consuming
and overwhelming that we are hard pressed to
both write and market. Also, they require
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different mindsets, which are hard to switch
between—at least, for me.
It’s harder for authors to find readers (and
even be published) than it was in the past—
there are so many authors competing for
attention!
I think publishing is tougher to navigate
than ever. The houses are merging and
consolidating—which means less chances for
publication. There’s a lot more people trying
to get published—and the gates of the
houses are getting higher. That’s one reason
why SCBWI is so crucial—we help get
through the gates, so you have a chance to
be read.

“Being a writer wasn’t
a dream—it just was.
I was a writer. Period.”

©Last Syllable Books
You're well-known for your award winning
non-fiction historical picture books and
your well-received high octane YA novels,
have you ever wanted to write a comedy?
Yes! I’ve written some funny scenes—I love
humor!
My women’s fiction Luna Rising is the
closest thing to a comedy I’ve written. I’d like
to take a stab at a funny YA or MG. I also have
a couple of humorous picture book
manuscripts which aren’t published yet.
You write memorable characters,
especially in your newest picture book
Revolutionary Rogues: John André and
Benedict Arnold. What is your approach to
tackling such complex and notorious
people?
I guess I’m a glutton for punishment,
because it’s their complexity which attracts
me to write about them. (laughs)

© Last Syllable Books

I always start with a question—that’s what
drives my research, and my story. In this
case, there were two questions:
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Why would our greatest soldier betray us?
AND
Why would the Americans mourn the death
sentence of a British spy (André)?
The questions are my beacons, guiding me
through the seemingly endless reading. It
took me three years to do the basic research
for this book, and then I kept going back to it.
The whole process took ten years! And really,
the hardest part is carving out a narrative
which is dramatic and accurate. This is an
important thing in all writing, but critical with
nonfiction: know what to leave out! So I go
through everything and figure out what I need
to leave out—over and over and over again.
You're a publisher now. Tell us about your
new publishing house? The pros and the
pitfalls of an Indy publisher.
My publishing house is called Last Syllable
Books, from Macbeth’s famous soliloquy:
“Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow
creeps in this petty pace to the last syllable of
recorded time.”
I watched my friend and mentor Josepine
(Joi) Nobisso successfully create her own
publishing company: Gingerbread House. Joi
taught me the process—and though it
sounded so freeing, it also scared the heck out
of me.
I wondered, “When will I have time to
write?” This concern stopped me from taking
the “Indy plunge” for years, even though it felt
right. Thanks to advances in technology, being
an Indy publisher became easier, and when
WestSide Books, (one of my publishers)
abruptly closed shop, I knew that it was time.

How does it feel being a publisher?
To be a publisher is exciting and amazing
—but also terrifying and time-consuming.
It’s wonderful to have creative control, but
also daunting! The most important thing is
that quality isn’t sacrificed. I work with
editors and designers who also work for the
“big guys.”
Timing is also critical, and I’m still getting
used to it. You have to plan soooo far in
advance!
Finally, it’s a huge responsibility to
publish an author’s book! I’m launching my
first author—Alison Littman—in November,
and I’ll let you know how that goes. Her
book is beautiful—so ambitious in scope
and simultaneously intimate. It’s called
Radio Underground.
What advice can you give new SCBWI
members starting in children's book
writing and publishing?
Don’t rush it! Enjoy the writing process,
which takes a long time. Revise, revise,
revise! Never submit until you’ve had your
work vetted by others with experience—
preferably a writing group. You can’t trust
your own judgment—it’s like evaluating
your baby for flaws. And you only get one
chance with an editor.
Remember, no one is born published. We
all came up the same way, working hard
and supporting each other. It’s not easy,
but nothing worthwhile is!
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What can the SCBWI Long Island chapter
offer for members living, creating books and
art on Long Island?
I think a community is vital—writing and
illustrating is solitary, and we need people to
talk with who understand the unique qualities
and problems of our crafts. So I hope that
we’re creating connections.
We also offer help with craft of writing—
from critique groups to my Unique Critique
sessions. For illustrators, we offer sketch
walks.
Finally, we offer education on the business
of publishing and connections with people in
the publishing industry, through our events.
These are amazing chances to listen to
editors, art directors and agents who are
normally out of reach. And you might form a
relationship which could ultimately lead to
publication!
What is next for you on the horizon? Any
book news you want to share with our
readers?
I’m working on Book Three of the Rough
Romance Trilogy (which started with Melt and
continued with Signs of Life.) I’m also super
excited about a self-help book called Ten Steps
To Finding Happy: An Easy and Clear Guide to
Getting Satisfied. And there will be more…

Off the Beaten Path: Fun Stuff You
Didn't Now About Selene
What are you binge watching now?
I like to laugh when I watch TV—the world,
and most what I write about is so serious and
often upsetting. I’m watching the reboot of
Arrested Development, Season Four (Fateful
Consequences), and will of course follow with
Season Five. The other Netflix show I love and
re-watch is The Santa Clarita Diet.
Who are your favorite authors you enjoy
reading?
My big three, who influenced my writing
from the beginning and still do, are William
Shakespeare, William Faulkner and JD
Salinger.
More contemporary authors include Erica
Jong, John Updike and Cormac McCarthy.
I also love my pals’ writing: Gae Polisner and
Coe Booth. Among others!
If you had an opportunity to dine with a
most famous person, living or dead, literary
or not, who would it be and where?
Shakespeare, in a London pub.
When you're not writing what do you like to
do for fun?
Hang out with my sons, travel, enjoy nature.
The age old question: Cat or Dog? Who is
your favorite?
I love all animals, but I rescue cats and have
several. Crazy cat writer, I guess—lol.
Congratulations Selene on your recent
accomplishments and thank you for your
time!
To learn more about Selene Castrovilla go to
her website at: www.selenecastrovilla.com
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Drafting Table: Welcome SCBWI Illustrators by Annina Luck
The
Drafting Table
I’m excited to share kidlit illustration news
with you here at the Drafting Table, the
illustrator column for the brand new SCBWI
Long Island newsletter.
Looking forward to many great articles about
all things illustration written by you.
I thought I would get things started by
encouraging you to connect with illustrators and
fellow SCBWI members this summer and to get
to know some of the illustrator “hubs” on this
long, long island. Also if you are currently in an
illustrator critique group, fantastic, and if you
are not, take these warmer months to reach out
and seek a partner or two or a workshop or an
event.
An illustration or a picture book dummy can
always use a pair of extra eyes and it is well
worth it to find a partner or group you can trust
to give you feedback. Feedback that is delivered
in the “sandwich” method which I first heard of
in the SCBWI Big Book where you say what you
like, then something that can be improved and
then end with something you like again.
As I mentioned, there are certain illustration
hubs on Long Island, for instance, the Art
League of Long Island where SCBWI illustrator
members Amal Karzai and Rich Torrey regularly
teach classes. Getting into a class and
networking with fellow students is a great way

to find critique partners. Local art leaders
are worth investigating too, for instance the
Smithtown Township Arts Council at the
Mills Pond Gallery and East End Arts in
Riverhead, among others.
There is also the 2018 Children’s Lit
Conference in the Hamptons from July 1115. During that time there are lectures in the
evening often open to all which can be good
opportunities to meet students and
workshop teachers. Brian Pinkney will be
leading their Picture Book workshop this
time around.
Last but not least and although it does
not meet during the summer, LICWI or
Long Island Children’s Writers and
Illustrators is a wonderful organization for
kidlit illustrators and a must-join!
Finally, SCBWI Metro New York is
offering workshops his summer, so if you
are in Nassau county closer to the city—
please check the SCBWI calendar for a
digital illustrating workshop on August 19
with award-winning illustrator, Anna Raff.
Again, opportunities to meet folks.
We’re also hoping to have a #kidlit Happy
Hour in Huntington in early August where
we can brainstorm and share news, so keep
an eye out for an announcement. In the
meantime, happy summer!

Annina Luck is the illustrator coordinator for SCBWI Long Island
and lives in Huntington village with her husband Daniel and their
cats, Tom & Tux. She especially loves bringing mythology and
Byzantine and Tudor art and history to life in her picture book and
middle grade projects. She is agented by Essie White of Storm
Literary Agency.
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Drafting Table: Sketch Everyday by Stephen Ingram
I sketch almost every day. There are days
that I miss, but for the most part, I sketch
daily.
It is a habit that I developed that helps me
fuel my creative process and prepares me for
more complicated works of art.
Sketching, to me, is meant to be quick and
unrefined and to give me a chance to try out
ideas and solve problems. It doesn’t have to
be pretty, and it doesn’t have to be shared. It
just hast to be done.
The first order of business is to find tools
and a medium that are both light and
portable and take little to no setup. The
harder the setup, the less likely that you will
sketch.
I sketch with fountain pens and carry
several at a time along with a small amount of
cleaning supplies. If one pen is uncooperative,
I can easily switch to another, and it won’t
impede my sketching.
I prefer the ease of a pad of paper over a
sketchbook. I like the ability to toss a sketch
in the garbage or group successful sketches
with binder clips for organizing ideas.
Sketchbooks can be limiting and confining,
especially when something is not working.
Get a piece of flat gesso board to help
support the pad and you will be ready to
sketch anywhere.

single idea or challenge that I would like to
overcome. If I want to work on a character
design, I will bring along some books or
materials on the subject to help inspire my
creative efforts. If I want to work on a picture
book setting, I may bring a book on
perspective. Many of you have your own
personal library of art books, and sketching is a
great excuse to take them off the shelf, carry
them with you, and be inspired by them all over
again.
Finally, you will have your good days and
your bad days. Some days, with all your
preparation, you will still be facing a blank
page. My advice is to just draw something. A
few scratches on a piece of paper may be all
you need for the day. Tomorrow is a whole new
opportunity.
So, get your stuff
together, focus on
an idea, and get
drawing.

Staring at a blank piece of paper, especially
when time is limited can be unproductive, so I
plan my daily sketching. I like to focus on a
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“It is a habit that
I developed that
helps me fuel my
creative process,
and prepares me
for more
complicated
works of art.”

Stephen Ingram is an author/illustrator working toward
his first picture book. He has always been fascinated with
how art can convey both story and emotion in a single
picture. A librarian by trade, with degrees in education
and art, Stephen works in pen, ink, and watercolor. He is
the assistant illustrator coordinator and an active member
in the new Long Island SCBWI chapter.
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Assistance Guide: How Can We Help YOU!

Do you need help looking for a critique
group? Need a roommate at a
conference? Want to post your free lance
services as a beta reader, book designer,
editor, or proofreader?
Please contact the Long Island Team at
longislandny@scbwi.org.. We'll help you
get the word out!
©
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Contact Information: longislandny@scbwi.org
Selene Castrovilla Co-RA longislandny-ra@scbwi.org
Diana Malerba Co-RA

longislandny-ra2@scbwi.org

Stephen S. Martin Associate RA longislandny-ara@scbwi.org
Annina Luck Illustrator Coordinator

longislandny-ic@scbwi.org

RM Rivera Newsletter/Writer Coordinator
Nancy Armo Media Specialist
Pam Jones-Nill Critique Group Coordinator
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Illustrator Coordinator~ Annina Luck, Co'RA's~ Diana Malerba and Selene Castrovilla, and
Assistant RA~ Stephen S. Martin.

Get Ready!
nd
2 Edition of Kid LIt
News is coming in
November!
Kid LIt News
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